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Abstract. We investigate simple open few-body systems, the spectra of which
exhibit fluctuating patterns, and review the conditions for the existence of
an Ericson regime in deterministic, open quantum systems. A widely used
criterion, the Lorentzian shape of the autocorrelation function of the spectrum, is
shown to be insufficient for the occurrence of Ericson fluctuations: integrable
systems or open systems that are not in the Ericson regime might display
such an autocorrelation function. We also investigate the sensitivity of Ericson
fluctuations on simplified models of realistic systems. In particular, we show that
a simplified hydrogenic model for alkali atoms in crossed magnetic and electric
fields does not yield Ericson fluctuations for a choice of the energy and field
parameters where the realistic system is in the Ericson regime.
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1. Introduction
The experimental characterization and theoretical understanding of complex quantum transport
phenomena is of fundamental relevance for many research areas that exploit quantum
interference effects for the purpose of an ever-improving control over the quantum dynamics
of increasingly complicated systems [1–8]. The origin of the complex quantum dynamics
in this context is diverse: deterministic chaos, disorder or many-particle interactions. In
any case, an enhanced sensitivity to small changes in some control parameter enforces a
statistical description such as to isolate robust quantities to characterize the underlying physical
processes. Surprisingly, many of the resulting predictions are universal in character; that is,
they apply to, at first glance, rather different classes of physical objects, which only share
an increased density of states, and the nonperturbative coupling of their various degrees of
freedom.
Erratic fluctuations in some experimental observable under changes in a control parameter
are not really surprising in many-particle dynamics or in disordered systems [1, 4, 9–11].
However, they remain rather counterintuitive and, in some cases, are not completely understood
in simple quantum systems with only a few degrees of freedom. For example, in single-
particle dynamics, classical chaos arises due to a combination of the Coulomb force and
a uniform magnetic field. Despite their different origins it is expected that the fluctuations
exhibit very similar statistical behavior. For a quantum system with a well-defined classical
analogue, the appearance of Ericson fluctuations is commonly accepted as a signature of chaotic
scattering [12] and has been recently identified with chaotic transport through cavities [13].
They manifest as random fluctuations in the excitation cross-sections in the regime of highly
excited resonance states, with typical decay widths larger than the average level spacing, such
that single maxima in the cross-section can no longer be identified with single resonances.
Rather they are due to the interference of several of them. These fluctuations were predicted
by Ericson in the 1960s [14, 15] in compound nuclear reactions using a simple statistical
model for the nuclear scattering matrix. Ericson’s proposal translated into an important
boost to nuclear reaction studies and since then several realizations of Ericson fluctuations
have been found in nuclear physics (see e.g. [16] for a review). Despite the stochastic
nature of Ericson fluctuations, the connection between Ericson’s model and random matrix
theory (RMT) remained an open question for some years. Now Ericson fluctuations are well
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3understood in nuclear collisions (see e.g. [16, 17]). A widely used fingerprint of Ericson
fluctuations is the Lorentzian decay of the spectral autocorrelation function. Ericson [14]
showed that a spectrum of overlapping resonances with Lorentzian or Fano profiles leads
to a Lorentzian shape of the autocorrelation function, where the width of this function is
the mean width of the resonances. Starting with [18], autocorrelation functions and other
properties of scattering matrix elements and cross-sections have been investigated in a number
of microwave-cavity experiments, for example [11, 18–20]. The theoretical treatment of these
systems is usually based on RMT. Among other issues, cross-sections and correlation functions
for integrable and chaotic systems have been thoroughly investigated [21, 22] and studies of
the circumstances under which the Ericson regime is reached [23] have been conducted in this
framework.
After the discovery of Ericson fluctuations, there was speculation for a long time regarding
their universal character and about the existence of an Ericson regime in open deterministic
quantum systems. Natural candidates for the existence of Ericson fluctuations in atomic systems
are highly doubly excited states of helium and ions or atoms in external electric and magnetic
fields. So far, the only deterministic open systems where strong evidence for the existence of
an Ericson regime has been found are hydrogen and Rydberg alkali atoms interacting with
crossed electric and magnetic fields [24–26]. For helium, the existence of Ericson fluctuations
still awaits full experimental and theoretical confirmation, despite the significant effort invested
in that direction [27–33]. Simplified approaches had, however, predicted the existence of an
Ericson regime in helium. One-dimensional (1D) models predict the Ericson regime starting
around the 34th single ionization threshold of helium [27, 29]. Xu et al [31] have claimed
that Ericson fluctuations occur in the inelastic electron impact excitation cross-sections of
He+ above the 15th single ionization threshold. For that purpose they have used the s2-model
of helium and the autocorrelation function as the only criterion for the existence of Ericson
fluctuations.
In this paper, we show that the spectral information alone does not allow one to determine
the chaotic or integrable nature of atomic systems. We discuss the occurrence of (i) Ericson-like
fluctuations in classically integrable systems and we also point out that (ii) the description of
Ericson fluctuations requires the consideration of all relevant degrees of freedom (and internal
structures). Simplified models might lead to wrong conclusions. Also, (iii) the statistical analysis
of the spectrum is not sufficient for the description of Ericson fluctuations. For instance,
the absence or presence of a Lorentzian shape of the autocorrelation function of a spectrum
is not a sufficient condition for determining whether the underlying classical system shows
regular or irregular dynamics. For that purpose, after reviewing the conditions necessary for the
occurrence of Ericson fluctuations in section 2, we consider three different systems that exhibit
fluctuating cross-sections. In section 3, we show that a Lorentzian autocorrelation function
in the photodetachment and photoionization of hydrogenic atoms in external fields occurs
independently of whether the underlying classical dynamics is chaotic or integrable. The regime
of highly excited states of planar helium up to the 20th single ionization threshold is discussed in
section 4. We show that the autocorrelation function of the photoionization cross-section again
has a Lorentzian shape, despite the fact that the Ericson regime is not reached. Section 5 is
devoted to hydrogen and Rydberg alkali atoms in crossed electric and magnetic fields. Each of
these systems exhibits Ericson fluctuations. However, the onset of the Ericson regime in these
systems does not coincide, which further implies that Rydberg alkali atoms cannot be modeled
by the simplified hydrogen atom.
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42. Conditions for Ericson fluctuations
The Ericson regime in chaotic scattering is completely characterized by strong overlapping of
the resonances; that is, the mean width �¯ of the resonances must be much larger than the mean
level spacing s¯, �¯/s¯� 1. A consequence of the chaoticity of the system is that the weights of
the resonances are comparable, as expected from RMT [34]. The cross-section can be given as
a sum over resonances described by complex-valued poles,
σ(E)= Im
��
i
Ai
E − Ei
�
, (1)
where Ei denotes the complex valued resonances in the lower complex energy plane (with
Im(E) < 0) and Ai are the weights of the poles. In the Ericson regime, the cross-section exhibits
a random-like fluctuating pattern. In such a case Ericson [14] showed that the autocorrelation
function
C(�E)=
� E2
E1
dE σ(E)σ (E +�E) (2)
yields a Lorentzian decay with a width equal to the mean width �¯ of the resonances,
C(�E)∼ 1
1 + (�E/�¯)2
. (3)
The description of a spectrum in the continuum in terms of resonances is well established for
Hamiltonians involving the Coulomb potential and, in addition, external electric and magnetic
fields. The method of complex scaling [35–39] allows one to directly calculate the position
of resonances and to construct the spectrum from this information. Thus, a complex scaling
calculation does directly provide information about the statistics of the poles and their spacing.
This information is crucial to verify whether the conditions given above are fulfilled. In an
experiment, it is not possible to measure the location of the complex poles. Rather, one obtains
the cross-sections at real valued energies and also one obtains the autocorrelation function
directly from the cross-sections. However, the autocorrelation function alone is not a sufficient
condition for Ericson fluctuations, as we will see in the following sections.
3. Spectral fluctuations and the transition from classically integrable to chaotic systems
In photoionization and photodetachment experiments, the cross-section of released electrons has
been measured with astonishing precision [24, 40]. The high precision is reached by placing
the atom or ion in a region where an electric or magnetic field is present, which guides the
electron after the detachment from the atom or residual ion to the detector [41, 42]. The basic
Hamiltonian for photoionization and photodetachment of hydrogenic atoms in homogeneous
perpendicular electric and magnetic fields is given by
H = p
2
2
− Z
r
+
1
2
B�z +
1
8
B2(x2 + y2)+ Fx, (4)
where B denotes the magnetic field, and F the electric field, �z the angular momentum
projection on the magnetic field axis and Z the charge of the remaining atom or ion after
the electron is ejected due to the absorption of a photon. For atoms or ions with more than
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5one electron, we neglect the internal structure, which is still a good approximation near
threshold [43]. The Hamiltonian equation (4) has a rich spectral structure, depending on the
values of B, F and Z . It yields an integrable dynamics either in the absence of the Coulomb term
(Z = 0) or alternatively in the absence of the magnetic field (B = 0). If Z and B are present, the
dynamics is chaotic. A universal Lorentzian behavior emerges for the autocorrelation function
of the spectra, independent of the chaotic or integrable nature of the underlying dynamics. This
observation is important for answering the question of whether a Lorentzian autocorrelation
function is caused by irregular scattering, or rather indicates a universal behavior in the presence
of external fields (as proposed in [44]). Distinguishing between these two scenarios is a serious
experimental problem, since the strict validation of the Ericson condition in terms of complex
poles requires us to determine these poles, which cannot be achieved experimentally for
overlapping resonances. Note that we discuss in the following merely the class of Hamiltonians
contained in equation (4), and we are not constructing an artificial replacement Hamiltonian
emulating spectral features, but describing completely different physical processes.
In the following, we discuss the origin of spectral fluctuations in equation (4) in
terms of semiclassical closed-orbit theory, taking into account bifurcations and catastrophe
theory [45–47]. For the case Z = 1, F � 0 and B = 0 (classically integrable case), the
photoionization spectrum shows fluctuations and a Lorentzian autocorrelation function [44]
(figure 7(a)). A detailed semiclassical analysis of the Hamiltonian shows that ionization
trajectories can be trapped for extremely long times in the vicinity of the nucleus and that
the cross-section is caused by interference of an infinite number of trajectories [48]. Similar
observations of long-trapped orbits have been reported for the case Z = 1, B� 0 and F � 0,
suggesting similarities between the integrable and chaotic systems. Another illuminating
example is the second integrable case (Z = 0, B� 0, F � 0) describing photodetachment
in crossed electric and magnetic fields. This system has been probed by photodetachment
experiments [49, 50] and the measurements agree very well with the theoretical calculation
based on the source approach [43, 50] and can be analyzed in closed-orbit theory [51].
The spectral fluctuations originate again from the interference of many orbits and result
in a Lorentzian autocorrelation function. We demonstrate some basic features of the cross-
section, which are already present in the 2D version of equation (4) with pz being absent
and Z = 0. The local density of states (LDOS) is known in closed form [52] and the cross-
section for s-wave photodetachment is directly proportional to the LDOS [43]. The LDOS
consists of a sequence of Landau levels centered around the energies En = h¯ωc(n + 12) with
quantum number n. The Landau levels are broadened by the electric field such that each
Landau level has modulations with n zeros located at energies En,k , where k = 0, . . . , n− 1.
The overall width of a Landau level can be estimated from the classical turning points of
a harmonic oscillator to be Wn = FlB
√
2n + 1, where lB =
√
h¯/(eB) denotes the magnetic
length. The mean spacing of the modulations and their width is given approximately by
Wn/n = FlB
√
2n + 1/n. Adjacent Landau levels will start to overlap when the level width Wn
exceeds the spacing between their centers: Wn > h¯ωc. Then, at a given energy, structures in
the LDOS arise from a superposition of modulations from several Landau levels En,k . This
situation can be thought of as an overlap of the sidebands (n, k) from different major quantum
numbers n.
Figure 1(a) displays the oscillatory structure of a single Landau level in the presence of
an electric field. In figure 1(b), the neighboring Landau levels are included and the cross-
section attains a complicated modulation due to the overlapping domains of each Landau level.
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Figure 1. Cross-section and autocorrelation of the 2D photodetachment model
in perpendicular electric (F = 1 kV m−1) and magnetic fields (B = 0.5 T).
The Landau level n = 22 is shown in (a). The cross-section (b) results
from many overlapping Landau levels, each centered at En = h¯ωc(n + 12). The
autocorrelation function (solid line in panel (c)) attains a Lorentzian shape
(dashed line) for �< 0.1 cm−1.
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7The resulting autocorrelation function of the cross-section approaches a Lorentzian shape for
�E < 0.1 cm−1 (figure 1(c)) and also displays strong revivals at larger values of �E . Similar
revival effects can be seen in the photoionization cross-sections for classically chaotic systems
(see [44] and figure 4 of [53]). While the 2D system has only model character, the 3D calculation
for negative ions in a magnetic field leads to Zeeman splittings with additional energy shifts
and thus we obtain an even earlier onset of the overlap of neighboring Landau levels [50].
Calculations in parallel electric and magnetic fields show a similar behavior, since the cross-
section is fluctuating due to an intricate interference structure of closed orbits [47]. We conclude
that a Lorentzian autocorrelation function seems to be a generic feature of equation (4) and thus
is not necessarily related to chaotic scattering.
4. Photoionization cross-sections of planar helium
The helium atom is, due to its dramatically increasing density of states near the total breakup
threshold another candidate for the existence of Ericson fluctuations in an atomic system.
The regime of strongly overlapping resonances, often called the Ericson regime, is reached
around the ninth threshold. However, neither experimental nor theoretical photoionization cross-
sections up to I17 [30] show signs of Ericson fluctuations. The absence of Ericson fluctuations
can be ascribed to a hierarchy of contributions to the cross-section, which leads to a dominant
series of resonances associated with an approximate quantum number F = N − K 4, where
N and K are approximate quantum numbers from Herrick’s algebraic classification [55, 56].
Furthermore, it is shown that the dominant contributions are due to resonances associated with
almost collinear configurations and that, under the constraint that the picture of one dominant
series is valid, the existence of Ericson fluctuations is expected, as for 1D helium, around
I34 [30].
For planar helium [32, 57–59], a model system with reduced complexity that nevertheless
gives a good qualitative and even quantitative description [58, 60], the existence of a dominant
series associated with an approximate quantum number F has been verified up to I20 [32, 33].
Moreover, apart from the dominant contribution, further minor contributions to the fluctuations
in the photoionization cross-section have been analyzed and an apparent breakdown of the
picture of one dominant series of resonances, which would lead to an earlier onset of Ericson
fluctuations, has been observed.
The Hamiltonian describing the unperturbed helium atom, in atomic units, and assuming
an infinite mass of the nucleus, reads
H = �p
2
1 + �p 22
2
− 2
r1
− 2
r2
+
1
r12
. (5)
Here, �p1, �p2 and �r 1, �r 2 are the momenta and positions of electron one and two, respectively,
whereas r12 is the interelectronic distance. In planar helium, the dynamics are confined to a 2D
configuration space. The choice of appropriate coordinates leads to a representation in terms of
four creation and annihilation operators a j , a
†
j , j = 1, 2, 3, 4 [57, 61]. In combination with the
complex rotation method [35–39], the diagonalization of the associated generalized eigenvalue
problem provides complex eigenvalues Ei,θ—which includes resonances and continuum
states—and the corresponding eigenvectors |ψi,θ�. Resonances of the system are independent
4 A similar approximate quantum number v = N − K − 1 has been introduced in [54] and is connected to
harmonic bending vibrations of the linear eZe configuration.
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Figure 2. Calculated �cos(θ12)� values as a function of resonance energy E below
the 20th threshold for triplet planar helium. The region |�cos(θ12)�|< 0.5 also
includes some converged resonances up to below I23. Each point represents a
particular triplet state resonance with �x = +1 and |l| = 1. The resonances are
displayed in color according to their allocation to Rydberg series: (1st), (2nd),
(3rd), (4th), (5th) and • for resonances not identified with any of these
series. Reproduced from [32] with permission. Copyright 2009 by the American
Physical Society.
of the complex rotation angle θ , and their energies Ei and widths �i are contained within
the corresponding eigenvalue: Ei,θ = Ei + i�i/2. Within the framework of the complex rotation
method, total photoionization cross-sections ( 1) take the form
σ(ω)= 4πω
c
Im
��
i
�ψi,θ |R(θ)T |φinE �2
Ei,θ − Ein −ω
�
, (6)
with ω being the energy of the photon, T the dipole operator, R(θ) an operator of the complex
rotation method and |φinE � the initial state with energy Ein. For the computation of the fluctuations
in the cross-section, differing only by a smooth background from the actual cross-section, only
resonance states are used as final states in (6) [32, 33].
Figure 2 presents a plot of the calculated expectation values �cos(θ12)� as a function of√|Re(Eθ )| for all converged resonances from I4 up to I23.5 θ12 is the angle between the two
electron position vectors �r1 and �r 2. A clear decomposition into series of resonances can be
identified for �cos(θ12)��−0.5. From the relation
�cos(θ12)� n→∞−→−K
N
, (7)
the eZe configuration can be identified with the maximum value of K = N − 1, i.e.
F = N − K = 1. Furthermore, the values of �cos(θ12)� in the low-lying series in figure 2
decrease smoothly with decreasing values of
√|Re(Eθ )|. The approximate quantum number
F = N − K thus allows the classification of these series of resonances, all members of which
lie on straight lines. As the energy approaches the total fragmentation threshold, new series
associated with higher values of F appear. Extrapolations of the straight lines for series
5 A detailed description of the computation of �cos(θ12)� in the complex rotation method can be found in [62].
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Figure 3. Comparison of the fluctuations in the photoionization cross-sections
from I9 to I20 including all resonances (solid line) and those resonances with
F = 1 only (dashed line). Reproduced from [32] with permission. Copyright
2009 by the American Physical Society.
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Figure 4. Resonance widths in units of the mean level spacing s¯. Panel (a)
shows the widths of all resonance states found in this energy regime, with
the inset giving a close-up of the regime around I7 to I9, while panel (b)
includes exclusively resonances characterized by F = 1. The details can be
found in [32, 33]. Reproduced from [32] with permission. Copyright 2009 by
the American Physical Society.
classified by a constant value of F cross each other at a value of �cos(θ12)� = −1 at the double
ionization threshold. In this limit, these resonances correspond to the eZe configuration, which
is stable under angular perturbations, but unstable under radial perturbations. Therefore, the
existence of the approximate quantum number F can be understood from the regularity in the
angular direction in helium, although the radial motion remains chaotic.
The approximate classification of helium resonances unveiled in figure 2 allows us to
study separately the contribution of a subset of resonances to the photoionization cross-section.
Indeed, only a small fraction of states contribute significantly to the cross-section, which is
also reflected in propensity rules [63]. For triplet planar helium the series associated with
F = 1 yields the dominant contribution, which is depicted together with the fluctuations in
the photoionization cross-sections including all resonances in figure 3. In figure 4, the widths
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Figure 5. Autocorrelation functions of the fluctuations of the cross-section for
the energy regime between I15 and I18. The solid line gives the autocorrelation
function including all resonances, while the dashed line is the autocorrelation
function for the contribution of the dominant series. In addition, a Lorentz
curve of width 0.15× 10−4 a.u. (dashed-dotted line) is presented that is, up to
� ≈ 0.1× 10−4 a.u., a good approximation for the autocorrelation function of
the dominant series.
of resonances are displayed in units of the local mean level spacing s¯ for all resonances and for
members of the resonance series with F = 1 only. It is obvious that including all resonances,
the regime of strongly overlapping resonances is reached far below the 10th threshold. The
situation changes completely if one considers only the resonances of the dominant series, where
the resonances just start to overlap around the 20th threshold.
The autocorrelation functions, equation (2), of the fluctuations in the photoionization cross-
section for energy regimes between I15 and I18 show initial Lorentzian form if one considers
exclusively the dominant contribution as well as all contributions (figure 5). For larger values of
�, the autocorrelation functions start to deviate from the Lorentzian shape, which is probably a
consequence of the restricted energy regime and the finite number of resolved resonances close
to the single ionization thresholds. The widths of both the autocorrelation functions are roughly
given by
�¯autocorr ≈ 0.2× 10−4 a.u. (8)
However, the computation of the mean width from the widths of the resonances in this
energy regime yields two highly different values for considering all resonances and considering
exclusively resonances of the dominant series. In the case of the dominant series, the mean
width is given by
�¯F=1 ≈ 0.13× 10−5 a.u., (9)
while the mean width for all resonances is computed to be
�¯tot ≈ 0.36× 10−4 a.u.. (10)
Apart from these issues, the concept of mean width may be questionable in systems with a
spectrum consisting of Rydberg-like series with different accumulation points. This is because
a mean width in that case will always be resolution dependent (for both the experiment and
theory).
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Therefore, although there is apparent agreement with the predictions of Ericson [14],
namely that the autocorrelation function takes the form of the Lorentzian shape (3), the evidence
presented above shows that the nature of the fluctuations exhibited by the spectrum of planar
helium up to the 20th ionization threshold does not correspond to Ericson fluctuations. Once
more, as in the situation described in section 3, the autocorrelation function alone might lead to
erroneous conclusions.
5. Rydberg atoms in crossed electromagnetic fields
In contrast to the situations considered in sections 3 and 4, Rydberg atoms exposed to crossed
electric and magnetic fields exhibit Ericson fluctuations [25, 26]. The transition to the Ericson
regime has been observed in the photoionization cross-section of rubidium Rydberg states in
the presence of crossed fields [24].
The Hamiltonian describing the single-electron Rydberg dynamics subjected to crossed
electric and magnetic fields, in atomic units, and assuming an infinite mass of the nucleus reads
H = p
2
2
+ Vatom(r)+
1
2
B�z +
1
8
B2(x2 + y2)+ Fx, (11)
which is the Hamiltonian (4) where −Z/r has been substituted by Vatom(r). In the case of
hydrogenic atoms, the electron–nucleus interaction Vatom(r) is given by the Coulomb potential.
For alkali Rydberg atoms, however, due to the multiparticle nature of the core, no uniquely
defined one-particle potential is available. Vatom is therefore not given explicitly. Nevertheless,
the deviation of Vatom from a strictly Coulombic potential in a small but finite volume around
the nucleus can be accounted for by the phase shift experienced by the Rydberg electron upon
scattering off the multielectron core [64, 65]. This phase shift is fixed by the �-dependent
quantum defects δ� of the unperturbed atom, which are precisely determined by spectroscopic
data [66]. The presence of both fields destroys all symmetries of the unperturbed Coulomb
problem, resulting in a full 3D problem. The description of the coupling to the continuum
induced by the crossed fields is achieved with the help of the complex rotation method. A
basis of real Sturmian functions leads to complex symmetric matrix representation of the
rotated Hamiltonian. The photoexcitation cross section σ(E) is readily obtained from the
quantum spectrum, via equation (6). In this case, the relative oscillator strength Dj;L=2 =
�ψi,θ |R(θ)T |φinE � is calculated for the transition from the initial state |φinE � = |n = 5L = 1M =
−1� with energy E0 ∼−0.002 a.u. to the L = 2 manifold, mediated by a single photon linearly
polarized along the magnetic field axis (thus selecting the odd parity part of the spectrum).
The experiments in [24] probe the energy range from –57.08 to −55.92 cm−1
(corresponding to principal quantum numbers n � 43, . . . , 45 of the bare rubidium atom), at
a fixed electric field strength F = 22.4 kV m−1 and for three different values of the magnetic
field, B = 0.9974, 1.49 and 2.0045 T. The electric field shifts the effective ionization threshold
to −91.4 cm−1 at the Stark saddle; hence, the experimentally probed energy range lies clearly
in the continuum part of the spectrum.
A detailed theoretical analysis of the experimental situation shows that the laboratory
results indeed entered the regime of overlapping resonances. Approximately 65% of all
resonance eigenstates contributing to the photoabsorption signal have widths that are larger
than the mean-level spacing � and half of these resonances have a width that is at least 10 times
larger than the mean-level spacing. Figure 6 shows the numerically calculated distribution of
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Figure 6. Close-up (0� �/�� 5) of the distribution of the computed resonance
widths � j in an energy interval that covers the experimentally [24] scanned
energy region for B = 2.0045 T and F = 22.4 kV m−1. The dashed line indicates
the average spacing � of the resonance states on the energy axis. Not shown
are resonances present at �/�� 5. The majority of all computed resonances
lie above � j >�. Adapted from [25] with permission. Copyright 2005 by the
American Physical Society.
resonance widths over the energy range probed by the experiment, under precisely equivalent
conditions as in the experiment (fixed by the strength of the magnetic and electric fields). The
cross sections σ(E) for four values of the magnetic field B are displayed in figure 7 for rubidium
atoms on the left-hand side and for hydrogen on the right-hand side. Due to the scale invariance
of the classical dynamics in a Coulomb potential, the specific choice of F and B = 2.0045 T
is equivalent to the one in [53] (there for the purely Coulombic problem, and for a lower-lying
energy range, n � 19, . . . , 22, i.e. at much reduced spectral densities), which corresponds to
classically chaotic scattering (where electric and magnetic fields are of comparable strength,
although incompatible symmetry). In the case of hydrogen, the cross-section exhibits erratic
fluctuations. As the magnitude of the magnetic field decreases, the level of chaoticity diminishes
and accordingly the spectrum starts to be dominated by isolated resonances (see the right-
hand side of figure 7 and [53]). The scaling invariance mentioned above might be used as an
approximate guide into the regime of broken symmetries of the quantum problem for the case of
alkali atoms. Indeed, the cross sections of rubidium for B = 2.0045 T exhibit strong fluctuations.
However, the finite-size multielectron core of rubidium, strictly speaking, invalidates such a
scaling argument [65], as well as a strict quantum-classical analogy, due to the absence of
a well-defined classical one-particle analogue. Indeed, in all the cross sections for rubidium
atoms shown in figure 7 (left-hand side) many of the structures with a width smaller than �¯ can
no longer be associated with single isolated resonances, and thus indicate the interference of
different decay amplitudes.
6. Conclusions
We have given examples of atomic systems where the Lorentzian decay of the autocorrelation
function is not connected to classical chaotic dynamics, demonstrating that the autocorrelation
function of a cross-section does not provide sufficient information to identify Ericson
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Figure 7. Numerically obtained photo cross-section (6) of rubidium Rydberg
(left) and hydrogen (right) states in crossed electric and magnetic fields [25]
deduced from a parameter-free diagonalization of the Hamiltonian (11),
using exactly the experimental parameters [24] F = 22.4 kV m−1 and B =
2.0045 T, B = 1.49 T and B = 0.9974 T. In addition, also the cross-sections for
B = 0.563 T and F = 22.4 kV m−1 are shown. The spectrum of hydrogen
contains in any case very narrow resonances. The dashed lines show the cross-
sections obtained by including all resonances of the spectrum. The solid lines on
the left-hand side have been obtained by including only those resonances whose
half-widths are larger than 10−8 a.u. (≈0.0022 cm−1). Adapted from [25] with
permission. Copyright 2005 by the American Physical Society.
fluctuations. Our observations point to another physical mechanism causing spectral
fluctuations, namely the interference of a large number of classical trajectories with differing
classical actions. This seems to be a very generic feature of atomic systems exposed to external
fields.
Even in classical chaotic systems, Ericson fluctuations can be absent due to the occurrence
of dominant series of resonances, which render the definition of a mean resonance width
questionable and do not allow us to identify the mean width with the width of the autocorrelation
function. Photoionization cross sections in helium are dominated by series of states associated
with approximative quantum numbers. Therefore, the observation of Ericson fluctuations in
photoionization cross-sections of helium requires the resolution of these dominant series, which
cannot be achieved within simplified models such as 1D or s2 models, as these do not include
relevant degrees of freedom.
Ericson fluctuations do occur in Rydberg states of alkali atoms, but require us to take into
account the effects of the non-Coulombic core potential. A simplified hydrogenic model does
not yield Ericson fluctuations for the same magnetic field parameters.
The unambiguous observation of Ericson fluctuations remains a difficult task and requires
a careful consideration of all the relevant degrees of freedom and interference phenomena that
affect the cross-section. Interpretation of a Lorentzian decay of an autocorrelation function in
terms of a mean-level width is, in general, not possible.
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Note that studies of integrable and chaotic time reversal invariant systems on the basis
of RMT suggest that cross correlation functions [22] might be a better choice for identifying
the occurrence of Ericson fluctuations. However, cross-correlation functions would require
the computation of partial cross sections, which is not possible within our complex rotation
approach. A recent publication [23] also suggests, based on RMT studies, the use of higher
moments of correlation functions in order to identify the exact onset of Ericson fluctuations,
which seems to be, given the deviations for large values of �, not feasible in atomic physics or
in open deterministic many-body systems in general. Nevertheless, these studies also confirm
our conclusion that identification of classical chaotic dynamics or Ericson fluctuations solely
based on the Lorentzian decay of the autocorrelation function is not possible.
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